We explain how to compute meson masses in the large N limit using the twisted Eguchi-Kawai model. A very simple formula is derived, and we show how it leads in a fast and efficient way to results which are in fairly good agreement with other determinations. The method is easily extensible to reduced models with dynamical fermions based on the twisted reduction idea.
Determining the properties of gauge theories in the limit of infinite number of colours is interesting by itself, and not only as a first term in a 1/N expansion. It is a testing ground where different methodologies can be applied and put in contact and contrast. Furthermore, the theory simplifies in this limit and certain properties are simpler to analyze. One example is the role played by quarks transforming in fundamental representation of the group. At large N quark loops are suppressed, so that quark lines only appear as sources in a pure Yang-Mills theory. Hence, one can consider observables like Wilson loops in the fundamental representation, and they will satisfy an area law relation. In addition, one can also consider meson states. One expects to have an infinite spectrum of stable mesons in this limit. The situation is perfectly exemplified by the two dimensional case which was solved by 't Hooft [1] . In four dimensions the result is not known exactly although there are models and approximations that predict an specific result [2, 3] . It is tempting to use lattice gauge theories to calculate this spectra. The standard methodology consists on extracting the masses from correlation functions of quark bilinears in euclidean space. Since one uses Monte Carlo methods on computers, one has to work at finite N and then extrapolate the results to infinite N. Furthermore, at small N quark loops are not suppressed, and one should in principle work with dynamical quarks, making the computation highly demanding. Of course, one might also compute the spectra in the quenched approximation and hope that the approximation becomes increasingly accurate as N grows. Although, this approach is perfectly justified, one should be careful when considering the chiral limit, since the order of the limits (m q −→ 0 and N −→ ∞) might matter, as chiral perturbation theory is altered in the quenched approximation [4, 5] . Recently, there have been results on the large N meson spectrum following this philosophy [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In this letter we want to use an alternative approach based on the idea of volume independence.
If the volume can be kept very small in the calculation, one can explore much larger values of N with similar computer resources. Here in particular we will be using the Twisted Eguchi-Kawai model (TEK), which is 4-matrix model which in the large N limit should be equivalent to the infinite volume large N theory [10] [11] [12] . Although the model was proposed long time ago, a more recent addition constrains the way in which the chromo-electric and chromo-magnetic discrete flux, characteristic of twisted boundary conditions, should be scaled with N. With this restriction in mind these authors and other collaborators have tested the volume reduction hypothesis directly both on the lattice [13] and in the continuum [14, 15] . Being able to compute the large N meson spectrum within this model and comparing it with other determinations is then an interesting challenge for the TEK model. Furthermore, the way in which one can do so, does not look obvious at all. Since the TEK model in obtained by reducing the lattice to a single point, one might wonder how can one compute correlations of bilinear operators at different points in order to compute the spectrum. In addition, readers familiar with the meaning of twisted boundary conditions know that these boundary conditions are singular for fields in the fundamental representation. Hence, they might wonder how one can deal with quark operators in this context. The purpose of this letter is precisely to explain these points and produce a formula which enables one to obtain the meson spectrum from this matrix model.
For a state-of-the-art analysis of the large N spectrum one should use variational methods with several bilinear quark operators with the same quantum numbers. This allows a clear separation of the states with the same quantum numbers and a more precise determination of the ground states and the first few excited ones. This is a fairly computationally demanding procedure. Hence, in this work we will be satisfied with explaining the method and presenting some results to illustrate whether they are both feasible and reasonable. Indeed our formula has a larger range of validity than the 4-dimensional Yang-Mills theory. It can be applied in other dimensions and also in theories with dynamical quarks in the adjoint representation of the group. An extension to the Veneziano limit seems also at hand, at least for the case in which the number of flavours N f is a multiple of the number of colours N.
Here, it is worth mentioning a calculation of some mesonic states which is the closest in spirit to the one presented here [16, 17] . In these works the authors do not employ twisted boundary conditions, but use the idea of partial reduction introduced previously by some of them [18] together with the so-called quenched momentum prescription.
The pure gauge theory at large N possesses the volume independence property provided the finite volume model is equipped with appropriate twisted boundary conditions. This can be taken to the extreme and we are then led to the Twisted Eguchi-Kawai model, which is a matrix model where the dynamical degrees of freedom are given by d = 4 unitary matrices U µ . In this work, we will restrict to the case of the symmetric twist [11, 12] , so that N should be the square of an integer. The statistical distribution is determined by the Boltzman factor associated to the action
where 
In this case L represents just an ordered sequence of direction indices (with orientation) in the same order as for the closed loop L of the ordinary theory. The factor z(S) is given by the product of the z µν factors for all plaquettes paving a surface S bounded by the loop L. This factor does not depend on the chosen surface.
In the weak coupling limit, as b goes to infinity, the expectation values of single trace wilson loops of the standard SU(N) theory tend towards the trace of the unit matrix. In the reduced model the path integral in that limit is dominated by the minima of the action, achieved for U µ = Γ µ . The matrices Γ µ , called twist-eaters, are specific SU(N) matrices satisfying:
These matrices are unique up to global gauge transformations and multiplication by elements of the center. To be specific for the rest of the letter we will choose these twist-eaters to satisfy
It is clear that the equivalence of the TEK model in that limit is obtained since We will now consider, in addition to the gauge fields, lattice fermions in the fundamental representation. In this work we will be using Wilson fermions. This does not seem essential, so one could easily obtain similar results using staggered or overlap fermions. These fermions are not dynamical, but simply act as sources for the gauge fields. This quenched approximation is justified since their dynamical role is suppressed in the large N limit.
We will now concentrate our efforts in computing correlations of meson operators. We will fo- operators. In the large N limit, factorization also eliminates this contribution to the meson spectrum, so that the situation simplifies considerably. The role of flavour is quite limited and appears through the possibility of assigning different quark masses to different flavours. Here we will ignore this distinction since it does not affect our arguments and we will consider a single flavour of quarks.
A rather fast way to justify the possibility of obtaining meson spectra from the reduced model is to use the hopping parameter expansion. This follows by expanding the quark propagator as a power series in κ. The meson two point correlation function takes the form
where the sum extends over all lattice paths γ going from the origin to the point x followed by return paths γ ′ . The quantity R AB is the trace of a 4 × 4 matrix in spinor space, which contains a factor κ |γ•γ ′ | , where κ is the hopping parameter and |γ • γ ′ | the length of the closed path γ • γ ′ .
As explained earlier, the quantity 
Resumming the hopping parameter expansion we would obtain the same formula for the correlation function that we will be presenting below.
After this warm up, let us approach the problem from a more standard way. The two problems that we signalled in the introductory paragraphs, the oddity of looking at correlations at different points for a 1-point box, and the conflict of twisted boundary conditions with quarks in the fundamental representation, can be circumvented with the same idea: quarks should be allowed to propagate in a bigger (even infinite) lattice. Thus, reduction is only applied for the gauge field.
The situation resembles what happens in solid state physics where electrons propagate in a periodic potential. This time, however, gauge fields are not quite periodic, but only periodic up to a twist. Let us consider the gauge field at one lattice point n, V µ (n). One can translate this gauge field in the ν direction by applying some twist-matrices. We will choose these twist-matrices to be the twist-eaters given earlier Γ ν . Then we have
The non-triviality of the twisted boundary conditions follows from the non-commutativity of the twist matrices, which satisfy Eq. 4. Although several choices of the twist tensor z µν are possible, as explained earlier, here we will restrict to the case of the symmetric twist, so that we should take N to be the square of an integer.
Thus, if we start with the gauge field at one particular point n = 0 V µ ≡ V µ (0), we can apply translations in different directions to construct the gauge link at another point n as follows:
where the Γ(n) can be chosen to be
The matrices Γ(n) are all linearly independent for all n, except when n µ is proportional to √ N in all directions. In that case these matrices are equal to the identity, implying strict periodicity of the gauge field in a box of size ( √ N) 4 . Obviously, in the large N limit the size grows indefinitely, but at finite N one expects to find corrections taking the form of finite volume corrections. For the reduced model to be a good approximation to the infinite volume theory one needs that all correlations lengths are smaller than √ N.
The links appearing in the reduced model action Eq. 1 are not the V µ , but rather
Notice that, once we make this change of variables, the plaquette of the gauge field becomes
which is the standard form appearing in the TEK action.
According to our general idea, we can add quark fields in the fundamental representation Ψ(n) and couple them to the V µ (n) gauge fields. The choice of the fundamental representation is not essential and the whole thing could be repeated for other representations, but for definiteness we will stick to the fundamental one in this letter. In principle, these quarks fields could live in an infinite lattice, but given that gauge fields live in an effective finite box, we can take the quarks to live also in this box. Indeed, for the sake of getting better correlations we will make the box longer in the time direction. Thus, quark fields are defined as periodic in a box of size (
where l 0 is an integer. This eliminates the conflict of boundary conditions in this or any other representation. In fact, this is not the smallest box for which there is consistency with the twisted boundary conditions of the gauge field, but it is a more symmetric choice, which we will then adopt. For this choice the number of quark degrees of freedom is 4 × N × l 0 N 2 , coming from multiplying spinor indices, colour indices and spatial indices.
Now we can write down the quark fermionic action for Wilson fermions in the standard way:
The simplification of the reduced model is hidden in the form of the link variables
, which are just functions of the 4 space-time-independent link matrices U µ .
Let us now make the following change of variables in the fermion fields:
The new fermion fields are still periodic in space-time with the same periodicity. In terms of the redefined quark fields the Wilson-Dirac operator takes the form
One can easily realize that the combinations of Γ(n) matrices satisfy
where ω µ (n) is given by
The Dirac operator acts on spinorial indices, colour indices and space-time indices. We might make this explicit by writing the operator in terms of tensor products of matrices acting on these spaces:
where we have introduced the matricesΓ µ which act on the space-time degrees of freedom only.
Its matrix elements are given byΓ
It is interesting to notice that the matrices satisfy the following relations:
These are the same relations satisfied by the complex conjugate of the twist-eaters corresponding to the gauge field. The difference is that these are V × V matrices, where V = l 0 N 2 is the lattice volume, and the ordinary twist-eaters are N × N matrices. This can be further simplified if we separate the time dependence from the purely spatial one. This is easy given our choice of Γ(n).
Indeed,Γ i are diagonal in the time coordinate n 0 and independent on n 0 . On the other hand,Γ 0
Thus, we might simply consider thatΓ . Using general results [19] on the representations of the twisted algebra (Eq. 19), we can conclude that there is a change of basis in the spatial coordinates such that
where Ω is the unitary matrix which implements the change of basis and the Of course, the matrices Ω and D µ can be explicitly derived once a choice is taken for Γ * µ . We will leave this as an exercise for the reader. As we will see, this will not play a role for the sake of this letter since we will only be interested in meson correlation functions of local operators at zero spatial momentum.
The simple temporal structure of our Dirac matrix allows us to compute its inverse (the quark propagator) between two times as follows:
where
The temporal momentum takes values p 0 = 2πn/(l 0 √ N), with integer n.
Now the meson correlator is
where we recall that
In the formula for the correlator we are projecting both operators over zero-spatial momentum. This is implicit since the trace affects not only spinor and color indices, but also spatial indices. This projection also allow us to eliminate the dependence in D µ . As mentioned earlier, these matrices are diagonal and commute with the whole propagator.
Furthermore, the elements of the diagonal are just
the effect of z µ disappears when taking the trace. Hence, we can safely eliminate D µ matrices multiplying the expression by √ N. A similar conclusion applies for the factor e ip 0 when l 0 = 1.
For l 0 > 1 it would only be true if the Z(N) symmetry remains unbroken (not just Z( √ N)). With these simplifications we end up with our final formula
whereX
For the l 0 > 1 case and broken Z(N) symmetry one needs to average over the
where s is an integer modulo l 0 .
A state of the art calculation of the spectrum should involve a variational method employing several operators with the same quantum numbers plus the use of smearing techniques to increase the projection of these operators onto the lowest lying states in the spectrum. Although such a program is feasible and is presently being considered, it would certainly involve a long time, many computer resources and a bigger research team. At this stage what we want is to make a exploratory study which is designed to test the performance of the method, estimate the number of necessary resources and also verify whether the preliminary results match with other determinations. In the following, we will present the results of this study. More details about the procedure and additional results are given in our contribution to the proceedings of the 2015 Lattice Conference [20] .
We will concentrate only on ultralocal quark bilinears of the form
A is one element of the Clifford algebra. With our limited statistics only the pseudoscalar and vector channels have sufficiently small errors (A = γ 5 , γ i ). Meson masses would be extracted from
Eqs. 25, 26. We take N=289 corresponding to an effective box of size 17 4 . We choose k=5, which ensures that the Z(N) symmetry of the theory is not spontaneously broken [12] . Furthermore, to have a larger extent of correlation functions we doubled the size of the fermionic volume, by
Gauge configurations of the TEK model are generated by a recently proposed over-relaxation Monte Carlo method [21] . Configurations are separated by 1000 sweeps and meson propagators are averaged over 800 configurations for each parameter set (b and κ). The cost in CPU time on a single node of SR16000 supercomputer for the computation of correlation functions ranges from 130 to 800 hours depending on the value of κ. Our whole data set was generated in 7000 node×hours, which can be done within one month using 10 nodes of SR16000. To calculate the trace appearing in Eq. 25, we use the Z(4) random source method. More details on the simulations are given in ref. [20] .
We will now present our results. We have studied the system at two values of b = 0.36 and 0.37 . This is shown in Fig. 1 for b=0 .36. This allows a determination of the critical hopping parameter κ c at which the pion mass vanishes. In the case of the rho mass a linear fit of the mass works well and gives a non-zero value for the lattice mass at κ = κ c , which It is also interesting to compare our results with those of other authors. We chose to take those ρ . The plot also shows the data of Ref. [9] and linear fits to both sets of data. We now summarize our conclusions. In this letter we showed how one can compute the meson masses at large N using a single-site lattice model. The formula is quite simple, and using it we obtained results which are very similar to those obtained by other methods with a very limited amount of resources. In this work we opted for brevity, focusing on deriving and testing the formula for Wilson quarks in the fundamental representation in the 4-dimensional SU(N) theory at large N. The idea and methodology can be readily extended to different kinds of lattice fermions,
